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Abstract
In a recent work devoted to themagnetismof Li2CuO2, Shu et al (2017New J. Phys. 19, 023026)have
proposed a ‘simplified’ unfrustratedmicroscopicmodel that differs considerably from themodels
refined through decades of prior work.We show that the proposedmodel is at oddswith known
experimental data, including the reportedmagnetic susceptibilityχ(T) data up to 550K.Using an 8th
order high-temperature expansion forχ(T), we show that the experimental data for Li2CuO2 are
consistent with the priormodel derived from inelastic neutron scattering studies.We also establish the
T-range of validity for aCurie–Weiss law for the real frustratedmagnetic system.We argue that the
knowledge of the long-range orderedmagnetic structure forT<TN and ofχ(T) in a restrictedT-
range provides insufficient information to extract all of the relevant couplings in frustratedmagnets;
the saturationfield and INS datamust also be used to determine several exchange couplings, including
theweak but decisive frustrating antiferromagnetic interchain couplings.

Li2CuO2 takes a special place among the still increasing family of frustrated chain compoundswith edge-sharing
CuO4 plaquettes and a ferromagnetic (FM)nearest neighbor (NN) inchain coupling J1 [1]. This unique position
is due to its ideal planar CuO2 chain structure and its well-defined ordering characterized by a 3DNeél-type
arrangement of adjacent chains whosemagneticmoments are aligned ferromagnetically along the chains
(b-axis). Li2CuO2 is well studied in both experiment and theory (see e.g. [2–11]) and serves nowadays as a
reference system formore complex and structurally less ideal systems. In particular, it is accepted in the
quantummagnetism community that the leading FMcoupling is theNN inchain coupling J1. (J1 is also
dominant but antiferromagnetic (AFM) in the special spin-Peierls case of CuGeO3 [12].)There is always also a
finite frustratingAFMnext-nearest neighbor (NNN) coupling J2>0, see figure 1, left. This inchain frustration is
quantified by J J2 1a = ∣ ∣. In the present case, and in that of the relatedCa2Y2Cu5O10, there are only frustrating
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AFM interchain couplings (ICs)with adjacent chains shifted by half a lattice constant b. In this lattice structure
there is no room for unfrustrated perpendicular IC. This AFM ICwithNN andNNNcomponents plays a
decisive role in the stabilization of the FMalignment of themagneticmoments along the chain direction.
Althoughweak at first glance, with eightNNandNNN it is nevertheless significant enough (by a factor of two) to
prevent a competing non-collinear spiral type ordering in Li2CuO2 (with the frustration ratioα>1/4), as often
observed for othermembers of this family with unshifted chains [1]. All thesewell-established features were
practically excluded by Shu et al (STL) [13], proposing instead (i) a very nonstandard unfrustratedmodel
(dubbed hereafter as STL-model)with comparable couplings in all directions, andwhere the leading FM
coupling is given by an unphysically largeNNNFMIC Ja (denoted as J3 therein) perpendicular to the chains in
the basal ab-plane (Ja=−103K for stoichiometric and−90K in the presence ofO vacations in Li2CuO2−δwith
δ=0.16). (ii)The coupling between theNNchains, as derived from the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) data
[6] and in qualitative accordwith the results of LDA+U calculations [5], has been ignored and replaced ad hoc by
an artificially large, ‘effective’ non-frustratedAFM IC J (see the right offigure 9 in [13]with a 4-fold
coordination) absent in real Li2CuO2.

In the present Comment, we show that this parametrization is a direct consequence of an incorrect analysis
of their susceptibilityχ(T) data in addition to ignoring the highly dispersivemagnonmode and its local
softening observed by INS.We admit that the very question about an influence ofO vacancies on themagnetic
properties of Li2CuO2 raised by Shu et al [13] is interesting and should be studied; however, thismust be done
within a proper analysis based on a realistic phenomenologicalmodel reflecting the established large J1∣ ∣values
exceeding 200K [6] and excludes a simple Curie–Weiss (CW) law below 1000K. In this context wemention
similarmistakesmade in the literature, where even an artificial AFMΘCW<0 has been found [2, 14–16] prior
to 2009, when the large value of J1 was not yet known.

Li2CuO2 is a frustrated quasi-1D system that has beenwell studied during the last decades. Thefirst two rows
of table 1 (see table 6 of [13]) provide the J’s suggested by Shu et al from their qualitative simulation of the
magnetic ordering and an analysis of themeasuredχ(T) for two samples with differentO content. Themain
striking difference between these sets from all previous ones is the absence of bothmagnetic frustration and of
the quasi-1D regimewith a dominant J1 realized in all edge-sharing CuO2 chain compounds.Moreover, the
proposed sets are evidently at oddswith the results of two INS studies [6, 16]. The set derived from the INS in the
bc plane [6] see the last row in table 1 (and table 6 of [13]) does explain theχ(T) data forT>TN, especially when
supplemented by aweakAFM ICto the a axis (in accordwith the reportedweakly dispersingmagnon in that
direction [16, 17]).

Figure 1. Left: the crystal structure of real Li2CuO2 and themain exchange couplings under debate (white lines: 1/4 of the skewAFM
frustrating IC J5 and J6, between adjacent chains responsible for the FM inchain ordering but ignored in [13], similarly as the generic
AFMNNN inchain coupling J2. There, the FMNN intrachain coupling J1 is underestimated by a factor of four (see table 1). Green line:
the weakNNN IC J Ja3 º claimed to be dominant and FMby Shu et al [13]). Right:Main: the inverse spin susceptibility for amagnetic
field along the a axis of Li2CuO2 (the sample that was used for INS studies, seefigure 4 of [6])fitted by the eight-order high-T
expansion expression (10). Inset: convergence of the two pseudo-CWparameters to their high-T asymptotic values: C T C*( ) (solid
line), TCW CW*Q Q( ) (dashed line).
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Weconsider theHeisenberg spin-Hamiltonian
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wherem enumerates the sites in themagnetic (Cu) lattice (seefigures 1 and9of [13]), Jr is the interactionof apair of
spins Sm

ˆ and Sm r+ˆ .Note thedifferentnotationwith [16, 18, 19],where the same interaction is denoted−2Jr. The
formof equation (1) implies positive (negative) signs forAFM (FM) couplings. Shu et al [13]use the samenotation in
tables 5 and6, butuse thewrong signs in equations (8) and (10). A small anisotropyof the couplings seems tobe
unimportant for the analysis ofχ(T) and is ignoredhere.ThemagneticfieldHz is directed along the easy axis (i.e. the
crystallographica-axis in Li2CuO2). Finally,μB is theBohrmagnetonand ga is the gyromagnetic ratio for this direction.

Shu et aluse two approaches when analyzingχ(T) of Li2CuO2. First, theyfit it in the range 250K<T<550
Kusing aCW-law
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They then extract three effective couplings insteadof six original onesbyfittingχ (T)with anRPA-like expression
derived for quasi-1D systems.Note that Shu et al give anobviously erroneous form in their equation (7)with the
factor z J z J1 2- ¢ ¢ +  [ ( )], being a sumof thedimensionless value 1 and a valuewith thedimensionof energy.No
figure is shown forχ(T)fittedby their curve, so it is impossible to evaluate theirfit, nor to estimate its quality and
validity range.However, in [18] (reference 33of their paper), the correct expression reads:
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where J= J1 is the inchain coupling and J ¢= J3, J J2 5 ~ are IC’swith z¢=2, z=4 the correspondingnumbersof
neighbors (seefigure 9(b) in [13] for a simplified structure,whichdiffers from the real one, seefigure 9(a) therein). In
equation (3)wehave accounted for thedifferent notationsof the exchange couplings between [13] (the same asours)
and [18].Note that the quasi-1D regime assumed in equation (3) implies J z J z J¢ ¢ +   ( ), which is obviously
violatedby the STL-model.We recall that aCW-law exactly reproduces thehigh-Tbehavior of the spin susceptibility
of any systemdescribedby theHeisenbergHamiltonian (1)with theCWtemperatureΘCW
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Equation (4) is the exact result of a high-T expansion (HTE) of the susceptibility [20] (see equation (27) of section
IV.B in [21], see also [22], and references therein), which is valid for anyHeisenberg system. Asmentioned
above, the expression forΘCW given in equation (10) of [13] has awrong sign. It gives positive (negative)
contribution for AFM (FM) interactions in conflict with the physicalmeaning ofΘCW.

Nowwe show thatχq1D also obeys a CW-law for large enoughT.We recast equation (3) in the form
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whereCdenotes theCurie constant, z= 2 is the inchain coordination number, and
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TheΘCW=+14K for the STL-model given by equation (4) should coincide with the value obtained by the
CWfit presented in tables 3 and 4 of [13], provided theCWfit is justified for the chosen range ofT.We stress that
a value ofΘCW>0 does not cause a divergence ofχ (T) atT=ΘCW, in contrast to the erroneous claim of

Table 1.Exchange sets proposed for the ‘effective’unfrustrated STL-model and our frustrated one for
real Li2CuO2 in the notations of [13], see figures 9(a) and (b), respectively, therein. Ja= J[1, 0, 0],
J5= J , ,1

2

1

2

1

2
[ ], and J6= J , ,1

2

3

2

1

2
[ ] in crystalographic notations.

Ji/kB (K) J1 J2 J Ja3 º J4 J5 J J6 ΘCW(K )

zi 2 2 2 4 8 4 8

[13](δ ∼ 0.16) −61 0 −90 0 — 62 0 14

[13] (δ ∼ 0) −65 0 −103 0 — 71.2 0 13

[6] −228 76 — — 0 — 9.04 50~
>

[17], present −230 75 4.8 1.6 0 — 9 56
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Shu et al in speculations after their equation (10). In general, a divergence of the susceptibility T TQ ,0 0c ( )
means the emergence of a long-range order in amagnetic system characterized by a spontaneousmagnetization
m(Q0) forT<T0. A ferrimagnetic (FIM) and a FMordering correspond toQ0 at the center of Brillouin zone
(BZ) and to the uniform component of T T0,c cº( ) ( ), respectively. Note that a FIMordering and the
divergence of T TCc ( )may occur for systemswith purely AFMcouplings and negativeΘCWdue to the
geometry of the spin arrangement (see e.g.figure 4 of [23]). A Q 0, 0, 00 ¹ ( ) corresponds to a helimagnetic or to
anAFMordering. Then, the uniformχ (T) remains finite atT0. AnAFMordering corresponds toQ0 located at
the edge of the BZ. This is the case for the priormodel of Li2CuO2, as well as for the STL-model. The range of
validity of theCW-law forχq1D (equation (3)) is

k T zJ 4. 7B  ( )

As alreadynoted, the approximate expression equation (3) is relevant for aquasi-1D system,where the inchain J’s
dominates.This is true also for the condition (7). Let us establishnowageneral condition for the applicability of a
CW-law. For this aim it is convenient touse the inverted exactHTE [24] for spin-1/2 systemswith equivalent sites
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(see equations (5a), (5b) in [24]). Thus, a CW-lawwithΘCW=−D1 is valid in the range
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Fromthis expression it is clear that for systemswherebothFMandAFMcouplings arepresent, theCWbehavior is
valid atT CWQ ∣ ∣. For theunfrustrated STL-model (thefirst row in table 1), the condition (9) readsT 70 K,
while for theprior INSbasedmodel (the last row in table 1) it isT 120 K.One should also take into account that the
convergenceof theHTE is slow.To show that the exchange valuesdetermined fromthe INSare compatiblewith theχ
(T)data,we reproduce infigure 1 thedatameasuredon the same sample (i.e.with the sameOcontent)used for the
INS studies (seefigure 4of [6]).Wehavefitted thedata in the range340<T<380Kwith the expression
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B
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whereχ8(T) is the eighth-orderHTEobtained by themethod and programs published in [25]16, andNA is
Avogadro’s number. TheHTEprogramof [25]we have used here can only treat systemswith four different
exchange couplings only, sowe decided to adopt one effective coupling in the a direction Ja=J3+2J4. Only
one parameter gawas adjusted during the fit despite the small background susceptibilityχ0 whichwas set to zero
for the sake of simplicity and its insensitivity to ourfit. The [4,4]-Padé approximant for theHTEfits the data well
down toT ∼ 20Kwith the reasonable value ga=2.34. The inset shows C T*( ) and TCW*Q ( ), the two parameters
of the pseudo-CW-law (see figure 4 of [6]), which is given by a tangent to the 1/χ(T) curve at a givenT. The
pseudo-Curie ‘constant’ C T*( ) exceeds its asymptotic value for allT. Hence, it cannot be used to extract the
number of spins in the system. TheC from amore elaborateHTE ismuch better suited for this aim. For example,
a clear crossover between aCW (without any divergence atΘCW=+39K) and a pseudo-CWregimes has been
observed recently near 150K forCuAs2O4, see figures 8 and 9 in [26].

We note that the difficulties encountered at intermediateTwhen avoiding the use of aHTE as demonstrated
above can be circumvented by applying a strongmagnetic field (up to saturation atHswhere theAFM IC is
suppressed). At very low-T and in the isotropic limit, one has a very simple but useful relation

g H J k J2 4 2 1 . 11s aB B CW 1m a+ + Q = -∣ ∣( ) ( )

Thequantities on the rhs canbededuced fromthe INSdata [6, 17]. Indeed,with J1=−230K,α=0.326,
Hs=55.4T for H b∣∣ , gb=2.047 [27], and Ja≈8K,we arrive nearly at the sameΘCW=54Kas in theHTEanalysis
ofχ(T). For collinear systems,Hs is related to the inter-sublattice couplings (see equation (1) in [27], valid atT=0)

g H N J J , 12sB IC IC ICm = + ¢( ) ( )
whereNIC= 8 is the number of nearest IC neighbors, JIC= J6, and JIC¢ = J5. Equation (12) gives
J J kIC IC B+ ¢( ) = 9.5K, close to the value fromourmodel. Conversely, equation (12) gives

H J g4 145s a Bm=  ~( ) T for the STL-model, even for the unrealistic value ga=2.546 (table 3 of [13]), which
much exceeds the observed 55T. Thus, Shu et al’s J value is at odds with the high-field data reported in 2011
[27]. Shu et al have also ignored theT-dependence of the RIXS (resonant inelastic x-ray spectroscopy) spectra of
Li2CuO2 reported in 2013 [7], whichwere explainedwithin a pd-model consistent with the INS data. The
detection of an intrachain Zhang–Rice singlet exciton atT>TN and significant increase of its weight at 300K

16
The correspondingHTEpackage used in [25]wehave employed obtaining the results shownhere, too. It is available at www.uni-

magdeburg.de/jschulen/HTE/
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evidence the increase of AFMcorrelations in the chain and cannot be explainedwithout a frustrating AFM
intrachain coupling J2.

Next, we remind the reader of somemicroscopic insights into themagnitude of the exchange couplings for
Li2CuO2. Empirically, a dominant FM J1 [6, 17] and theminor role of Ja [6, 16, 17] follow directly from the
observed strong (weak) dispersion of themagnons along the b (a)-axis, respectively.Microscopically, the large
value of J1 as comparedwith−100K suggested in [28] is a consequence of an enlarged direct FMexchangeKpd

between two holes onCu andO sites within aCuO4 plaquette and the non-negligibleHunds’ coupling between
two holes in differentO 2px and 2py orbitals in edge-sharing CuO2 chain compounds. The former is well-known
fromquantum chemistry studies (QCS) of corner-sharing 2D cuprates having similar CuO4 plaquettes with
Kpd,π≈−180meV forΦ=180°Cu–O–Cubond angles [29]. Nowwe confirm similar values of the twoKpd

interactons in Li2CuO2 usingQCS [30], which yielded forΦ≈90o: K K K Kp d p d p d p d, 2 , 2 ,x x y y
» = » ~p p

K K K K K100 meV within p d p d pd p d p d, , 2
2

, 2
2

x y x y
- + < < - +p p p , (ignoring aweak crystalfield splitting of

the twoOonsite energies). Thus, our two K Kp d p dx y
¹ values being naturally slightly different aremore than

twice as large as−50meV for both direct FMcouplings ad hoc adopted in [12, 28, 31] in the absence ofQCS
calculations for Li2CuO2 andCuGeO3 [12, 31] 20 years ago. Concerning Ja, QCS yield a small direct FM dd
contribution≈−1K,while ourDFT-derivedWannier-functions point to a tiny AFMvalue of about 5K. A
more direct calculationwithin the LDA+U scheme for large supercells is in preparation. Anyhow, evenwith
possible error bars of theDFT andQCS calculations, a value of Ja exceeding±10K is not expected. Hence, a
much larger Ja≈−103K as suggested by Shu et al is either an artifact from the constructed ‘simplified’non-
frustrated STL-model and/or a consequence of the improperly analyzedχ(T)-data, as explained above.

Thus, we have shown that the ‘effective’unfrustrated STL-model proposed by Shu et al together with its
doubtful analysis ofχ(T) are at oddswith our current understanding of real Li2CuO2 andwill only confuse
readers. Itmay, however, be of some academic interest to illustrate the crucial effect of intra- and IC frustrations
evidenced by a recent INS study. In case of finiteNNNexchange J2 withα>αc= 1/4, as evidenced by the
minimumof themagnon dispersion near the 1Dpropagation vector, therewould be an inphase or antiphase
ordering of non-collinear spirals for FM (AFM) perpendicular IC J [32]. Such a situationwould also be realized
for an STL-model corrected byα>αc, in sharp contrast to the observed collinearmagneticmoments aligned
ferromagneticaly along the chain directionwithweak quantum effects. In this context, we note thatwe knowof
no example of a frustratedmodel that can be replaced comprehensively by a non-frustrated effectivemodel as
Shu et al have tried to do.We admit that some selected special properties like the long-wave susceptibility at
q= 0, if treated properly by aHTE, could be approximated this way. But quantities (e.g.χ(q,ω))with the
q-wave vector in the vicinity of the 1D ‘propagation vector’ defined by themaximumof the 1Dmagnetic
structure factor S(q, 0) certainly do not belong to them. This is clearly evidenced by themagnonminimum (soft
spin excitation above about 2.5meV, only, from the ground state) as seen in the INS [6] reflecting the vicinity to
a critical point. Thus, the low-energy dynamics of bothmodels are different since themicroscopicmechanisms
and the stability of the FM inchain ordering are completely distinct for these two approaches.

Wehope that ourdetaileddiscussionofχ(T) at intermediateT is of interest to abroader readership.Wehave
drawnattention to the availableHTEcomputer codes.Therebywe stress that theusual smoothbehavior ofχ (T)does
not allowone todeducemultiple exchangeparameters, especially if themaximumand the submaximumregions at
low-T arenot involved in thefit.Other thermodynamicquantities suchas the saturationfield,magnetization, specific
heat, and INSdatamustbe included.What can andmust bedonewhendealingwithχ(T), is to check the compatibility
of already existingderivedorproposedparameter setswith experimentalχ (T)data.Themodel proposedbyShu et al
hasnotpassedourχ-check.Their argument against ourFMΘCW≈50K [6]due to a seemingly ‘incomplete selection
offittingparameters’ is obsolete since aweak Javaluehasbeen included inour refinedanalysis resultingnow in
ΘSW≈55K.The stressed seeminglydivergenceofχ(T) atT=ΘCW≈50Kofour frustrated set doesnot reflect ‘an
inconsistency’ofour approachas claimedbyShu et al. Rather, it provides just a proof anddocumentsonly that the
authorsdidnot consider the restricted regionsof validity foranyCW-lawapproaching even intermediate andof course
lowerT! In this context,wemention that, if the authorswouldhave inserted their owncorrect sign values forΘCW>0
derived from its definitionby equation (4) (see table 1), theywouldbe confronted themselveswith the samepseudo-
problemtheyhave tried to accuseus!Their referring to thework [33]17 as a ‘first principle density functional theory
(DFT)’ explanation forwhya spiral ordering ismissing, is somewhatmisleading.There the relativeweak frustrating
AFMIC’s and the related andobserved [6]dynamical spiralfluctuationswere ignoredbutXiang et al [32] arrived
nevertheless at anon-negligiblefinite J2 valueaboveαc=1/4, inqualitative accordwith the INSdata [6]. To thebest of
ourknowledge, there is noedge-sharing chain cupratewith a vanishing J2 and afinite frustratingAFMvalue is
considered tobe generic for thewhole family.There is no reason toprescribe a seemingly vanishing J2 value to the

17
Here, ignoring any IC due to its seemingly weakness, the origin of the FM inchain ordering instead of the expected spiral ordering for

α> 1/4 thefinalTNhas been attributed to an ‘order fromdisorder’-transition.
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presenceof a significant level ofOvacancies inhigh-quality samples.The INS [6, 17] andRIXSdata [10]provide clear
evidence for a skewAFMICwithnoneed for a speculative andexotic ‘order fromdisorder’ scenario.

To summarize, the frustratedmodel for Li2CuO2, refined by the INS data [6, 16, 17] (see the last row in
table 1), ourDFT andfive-band pd-Hubbardmodel calculations [6], are consistent with the experimental data,
including theχ (T) [6], the field dependentmagnetization, the saturation field value [27], and theT-dependent
RIXS spectra [7]. This is in contrast to the SLT-model, which does not account for these data. Due to lacking
space a critical discussion of theO vacancy scenario and the related Cu 4phole bonding scenario by Shu et al
instead of the correlatedCu 3d covalent electron picturemust be considered elsewhere.Wemention here only
that themain reason for disorder inCa2Y2Cu5O10 is likely not the presence ofO vacancies, as stated by Shu et al,
but the intrinsicmisfit with theCa2+Y3+-chains that surround and distort the CuO2 chains [34–36]. Based on
this complex structure there are no hints pointing toO vacancies.
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